In France and Germany, school science Is taught In traditional style, I.e. talk-andchalk and demonstratlons, and less llme Is devoted to It. The blame for Ihe lack-lustre teaching lies In the nature of the 'group certlflcate' exam systems.
The British education systems are often criticized, both at home and abroad, for their poor performance in the areas of languages and science. Headlines, such as 'Why Britain is the Dunce of the World' (Today, October 1991) are typical of media comment, which was highlighted by the Channel 4 Commission on Education report Every Child in Britain, in which British education was well and truly demolished. What is more worrying is that the Government Committee that produced the 'Howie Report', should find itself in agreement with themedia interpretation of reality.
The media headlines, and the Howie Report, appear to have been based on either hunches, such as 'we think language education is better on the continent than at home', or on pseudo-scientific comparisons where entirely different school populations, varying in age, social class etc, studying different syllabuses with different objectives, sat sometimes the same tests or extracts from the same tests, under very different conditions. The uncontrolled and unmeasured variables in these international comparisons make nonsense of any of their contrived conclusions. It is extremely difficult to obtain any meaningful results as far as international comparisons at school level are concerned by using international tests, such as produced by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IAEEA), since this organization ignores the great diversity of educational ohjec. lives, philosophies and mechanisms among compared nations. The media at large d o not approve of the objectives, philosophies and policies of the educational establishment, and it is only natural that they use the concocted evidence of the IAEEA, and conclude that the seemingly poor performance in Britain is a result of the misguided policies. The problem is that all the genuine evidence that does exist suggests that scholastic results in Great Britain are in fact better than on the continent. Perhaps this is because we have got our philosophies, objectives and mechanisms about right in Great Britain.
In Europe's Bad Pupil (Henderson 1992) , where the quality and quantity of results from higher education institutions in France, Germany and Denmark are compared, England fares very well, and Scotland comes out as vastly superior in terms of scholastic results and produces per head of population almost twice as many graduate scientists/engineers as any other member of the European community. My argument is that success at this level is very much dependent on good practice at secondary school level, and that the group exam systems ofthe continent so distort and pervert the whole of their schooling that it is inevitable that their schools produce rather poor results. The continental school systems perform poorly because their objectives, philosophies and mechanisms are based upon an irrelevant and meaningless examination straightjacket belonging to the 19th century.
At this point it would therefore seem appropriate to review the role of physics in these group exams, the French Baccalaurbal ('bac') and the German Abitur. Although only 17% of a French cohort eventually graduate from higher education, 60% of the French population will enter a general Lycee that is specifically designed to prepare for higher education. Two out of three of this L y c k population will be successful in obtaining the bac three or four years later, the other third leaving with no qualification at all. Twenty per cent of a cohort will enter a vocational Lycie, 5% will part ways with the educational system for good, and the other 15% will repeat the year, desperate to avoid being sent down to a vocational Lyceeq where a few of the pupils will eventually obtain a vocational bac.
If one examines this 60% who enter the Lycee general, out of 100 such pupils 18 will opt for a bac A (languages), 20 for a hac B (economics), 42 for a bac C/D (science and maths) and 20 for a bac EFGH (technology).
At a first glance it would seem that maths and science has popular appeal in France. The real reason for the large percentage opting for science/ maths is exactly the same reason as for choosing German in the college. If one wants to enter a grande &ole (a kind of elite cramming university that provides a degree which serves as a gourmet meal ticket for life in the civil service), one must prove one's worth by having studied, although not necessarily passed, maths in the bac C. The bac C is chosen simply because of its selection value, sometimes by the pupil concerned, but more often
by the parents.
Those who studv a bac A or bac B will take I !4 x 50 minute periods a week in physical science in year 6 and will drop it completely in year 7.
They neither tend to nor pretend to be motivated, and as there is no external exam in the subject at the end of the 6th year, the pupil can afford to d o pretty badly in the subject and still not be forced to repeat the year provided his aggregated mark for all subjects is close to some notional pass mark.
A pupil will also be aware that the most significant factor dictating whether or not he will fail the year is the availability of a place in the class in the year below. Many schools in France are bursting at the seams and are vastly understaffed.
The pupil can in fact almost afford to ignore physical sciences completely since it is a minority subject and has a very small coefficient in the aggregate system of calculating the average. For thousands of pupils each year in France this I !4 periods a week of physical science is a complete and tedious waste of time. Jacques Lang, France's current education minister, took a bac A himself, and said on television recently with a large smile 'I understood nothing of maths and science at school-luckily I was extremely good at philosophy.' In other words, the idea that the bac grouping of subjects provides a general culture for the French population turns out in reality to be a complete and utter sham. What is worse is that this school experience of science will provide these pupils who survive the system of constraint with a lifelong negative attitude towards the culture of science.
Antiquated teaching styles
These pupils from the A or B grouping will follow the same physics course together for one year. I have used the word 'follow' rather than 'study' deliberately. Teaching methodology is reduced to full frontal talk-and-chalk lessons, interspersed with the occasional practical class, which will consist of a demonstration from the teacher. Although it varies from school to school, experimentation by pupils is rare. A science project would be completely unthinkable in the sylkabus. The French translate the word 'syllabus' by 'programme', thus neatly conveying the idea that there is no space for autonomy in a pupil's approach to his school work. Science is a box of facts and not a methodology.
A modern physics lab in France or Germany looks like something that I am led to believe existed in the 1950s in Britain. The furniture is fixed, and there is a water supply with sink plus 220 V at every bench, and a gas tap. Every bench also has electrical connections to the bench at the front, where the leacher can choose the voltage of the day for the class. As most of the apparatus sold to schools is for teacher demonstrations rather than individual pupil experimentation, it is usually much more expensive than in Britain. I would reckon that the average physics pupil in Germany or France leaves school without ever having had any hands-on experience of an oscilloscope.
Apparatus is not usually kept in laboratories, but in adjacent stores, far out of reach of inquisitive children, for whom this represents forbidden territory.
If the high price of apparatus is one reason why experimental science bas not been developed in French or German schools, another is simply that there are no lab technicians in German schools and very few in France.
During the talk-and-chalk sessions the teacher will lecture and dictate to the pupils, in much the Same way as a teacher at university would deliver his lecture. A 'good' teacher is judged to be one who can talk for 50 minutes without reference to his notes or books and present well on the blackboard. (Overhead projectors are rarely used.) There is unlikely to be any real dialogue between pupil and teacher-the communication is all oneway.
Pupils who sit in the front row will take copious notes. Pupils who sit in the middle rows will take some notes and many will talk quietly to their neighbours almost incessantly throughout the entire lesson. Those who sit in the back row will tend to sleep, day-dream, talk, eat, drink and take few notes.
British pupils attending a Lycee with their French pen-pals. or a Gymnasium in Germany, never cease to be amazed how lessons are delivered by teachers oblivious to the constant murmur of background pupil conversations, sometimes punctuated by higher levels of decibels indicative usually of the opening of Coke cans and crisp bags. It is not the teacher's job to motivate or interest or help pupils. His job is simply to deliver his lecture and then go home, where he will quietly mark tests and homework.
Inadequate teacher-tralnlng and resources
But one cannot blame the teacher for this remote and inanimate performance. Although things may be about to change in France, there is still basically no teacher-training for French secondary teachers. They have always considered that their role is to transfer knowledge rather than to teach, and that pedagogy is relevant only for primary teachers. T o qualify as a secondary teacher one must firstly have a licence (three-year degree) or maitrise (four-year degree) from university. After teaching for a few years, and studying at a high level in a very narrow field for a year, one may present oneself for an exam in order to become certificated. The exam is in two parts: an extremely lengthy and demanding written section called the CAPES (certificate of professional aptitude for 294 secondary education) and an oral section, normally taken a year later. The questions in the written section on physics would be on classical or modern physics and certainly not be concerned with how you would actually go about introducing a certain topic to sixth-years, or teaching a low ability group at school etc.
Although teacher-training does exist in Germany, the teaching profession is very conservative, and generally one would expect to find exactly the same teaching methods on the east of the Rhine.
In the oral exam, a prospective permanent and certificated teacher has to deliver a lesson/lecture in a classroom totally devoid of the normal rather mixed client+le, with only an inspector and two teachers comprising the jury, in attendance. This method of qualifying to become a teacher has been around since Napoleonic times, and such is the resistance to change by French teachers that any Minister of Education who ever dared to consider modernizing the system would have to have an alternative career outside politics well prepared in advance. Thus it is hardly surprising that advances in teaching methodology are simply non-existent in France, except in a few experimental and show schools, reserved for selected pupils, selected teachers and selected foreign delegations.
This old-fashioned methodology is of course completely out of phase with the new population of the Lycbes, which have trebled their intake in terms of percentage of population accepted over the last few decades, and naturally it is extremely inefficient. Pupils sink or swim. The teacher talks, the pupils take notes in the classroom and learn at home, usually off by heart and the night before the test. Learning, even in physics, is often done by rote. The idea of trying actively to learn in a classroom is more foreign to them than the game of cricket.
Resource-based learning simply does not exist, and it is interesting to note that computer packages for school-timetablers on the continent always make the assumption that the pupils will remain at the same desk in the same classroom for about 90% of the school week. It is the teachers, armed only with a piece of chalk and a pile of corrected homework, who do the commuting between classes. It should also be stated that there are no subject departments, and therefore no departmental resources. Every teacher marks and sets exams on his own and will use his own preferred textbook, which is free at the college but must be purchased at the Lycbe. Ordering of hardware and software for physics teachers tends to be a rather haphazard affair. At best, there is an annual meeting, where a requisition may be discussed and agreed upon by those teachers who turn Up.
Attendance at these meetings is never compulsory and is usually grudged as being a misuse of a teacher's free time, since teachers are paid by the hour.
Educational television is reasonable in Germany but still very much in its infancy in France, where teachers are traditionally against using support materials, whether videos, computer programs, worksheets, work-cards etc, as they feel this undermines their central position as the transmitter of knowledge. Recently I showed the French National Curriculum Council the ILPAC A-level chemistry books (John Murray 1984) and the Starting Science worksheets, teachers' guides and textbooks (Oxford). They were very impressed and said that their ultimate aim would be to produce such teaching materials in France, whilst fully acknowledging the impossibility of this at present, due to the entrenched position of teacher-centred education in France.
The courses in Physics are pitched at a high intellectual level. For the tiny minority who are willing and able, their knowledge of theoretical science will be very impressive by the time they leave school, but they will only be the tiny . minority, which of course is quite in keeping with 1 traditional French elitism.
Examinations
The school-leaving exams too are pitched at a high level. Indeed it is difficult for an observer to envisage how anybody apart from geniuses could pass these exams after undergoing such unfavourable learning conditions. The matter is easily resolved, however, when the marking system is scrutinized. Firstly, there are no marking schemes, and secondly there is a long tradition of using only a narrow band of the available marks. It is often claimed that giving less than 30% or more than 70% would be considered by many to be going against Egalir~!, frarerniti et liberti in France. In reality, most markers probably don't want to attract attention to themselves by breaking with this tradition, and stay well within the limits. In Germany, where the bulk of the marking is internal, a teacher who gives low marks could risk legal proceedings being taken out against him. Everybody passes in Germany.
Thirdly, the pupils know how to use the coefficient system to their best advantage in much the same way as any good Scrabble player will gain triple scores with his Qs and Zs. Fourthly, although 50% is a pass, a mark of 40% or more enables a pupil to sit an oral exam in two subjects of his choice. Finally, these oral examiners are human beings, and will, if at all possible, avoid condemning pupils to failure for the sake of a notional handful of percentage points. Thus pupils always improve their overall marks considerably in oral exams, and their chances of failure in the group certificate are considerably reduced.
Course content
For the 60% of the cohort who will eventually continue their education at the Lycee in France, physics at the four-year college is studied along with chemistry, and together they are called physical science. The two subjects are taught by the same teacher, and usually a physics topic will be followed by a chemistry topic etc. Genuine integration of the two subjects is limited, as only facts are taught, ignoring methodology, but paying some attention to concepts such as energy or the cycling of matter in nature.
Physical science is taught for only l'h hours per week for the latter three of the four years at college, and it is hardly surprising that genuine understanding of physics, compared with the same cohort of pupils in Britain, is somewhat deficient when one compares the number of hours a pupil studying Standard grade or GCSE physics would put in. Geography/history/modern studies and, in particular, languages will get the lion's share of the curriculum in the college years.
The topics studied in physics in these three college years are much the same as in a GCSE,' Standard grade course, the main difference being that a very classical subject-based factual approach is adopted, with all pupils supposedly studying the subject to the same level. The idea of relevance in syllabus design, or differentiation in the syllabus or assessments, has not yet drifted across the English Channel. And of course there is no way that it ever can. For as long as the group certificate exam exists, there can be only two possible outcomes for a pupil's achievements-pass or fail. This should be compared with the UK exam systems where a pupil acquires a portfolio of exam successes in a variety of subjects at a variety of levels during his school career.
Even if a pupil eventually specializes in science at the Lyde, he will average only 4.75 lessons a week over the three years in this combined science at the upper secondary level. This is considerably less than the time allocated in Britain for studying physics and chemistry, especially if one considers that the effective school year at a Lycee is at least four weeks shorter.
In Germany too, the amount of time allocated to the study of science in schools is minimal by British standards. The advantage is that such systems demand fewer science teachers. The disadvantageis that they produce fewer scientists.
Concluslon
Science, especially experimental science, is taught in a rather lack-lustre fashion in Germany and even more so in France. The contents of the syllabuses are essentially the same. The teaching methodology in France and Germany is almost identical, but significantly different from that which has been developed in the UK over the last 50 years. The way science subjects are taught on the continent is both elitist and unmotivating. However, this tends to be true for most school subjects in both France and Germany. The blame for the perpetuation of old-fashioned teaching methodology lies fairly and squarely in the inability of the educational bureaucracies on the continent to liberate themselves from the 'group certificate' school leaving exam which poisons all educational progress.
Both professional educators and parents in France and Germany are aware of the dreadful failings of their exam systems. Many would like to see a reform which breaks up the bac into separate exams, taken over a period of two or three years, but are unsure whether such bold and untried changes would be workable and produce the desired improvement in scholastic performance and attitude. What they don't realize is that such a system is not novel (although it is still unique), It has been developed successfully and well-tried in Scotland over the last 42 years.
As 1993 approaches, it is time for us to export our know-how in this domain, and make sure that we establish European norms before they are established on us. If we fail to take this chance, it could mean a return not only to an exam style, but also to a teaching methodology with the associated scholastic results, that would be more in keeping with the first half of the 20th century.
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